74    THE MIDDLE STAGE AND THE READER
Specia   use of Dictation
{€} Dictation is more difficult than transcription in
that the sentences are written from memory of the-
words, not from immediate sight of them. In teaching
English as a vernacular this exercise, once popular, has
fallen from its pride of place, though Mr. Tomkinson, in
the book cited below,1 would reinstate it in a new form
as a help towards appreciation of literature.
In teaching" a modern foreign language the dictation,
or rather the wiling from dictation of selected sentences
has a special value* as a convenient test of a pupil's progress
in hearing the spoken language aright. Its use in testing
spelling and handwriting at a normal speed is incidental :
there are other better methods of testing these. For
the purpose of testing the pupil's power of accurately
hearing what is said, the passage should be uttered at
ordinary speaking speed, giving the pupil time to write
it down afterwards. A little experience with this kind
of exercise will quickly reveal the bad hearers, who-
should then be separated for special hearing exercises—
mimicking: the teacher's sentences with varying speeds
till they grow accustomed to the sounds of words in
rapid combination. Even college students in India fail
in hearing aright English uttered with ordinary speed
and intonation. There is the more need for exercises
of this character all the way up the school.
(d) Dictation may be modified as an occasional exer-
cise which combines the test of hearing with that of
progress in grammatical or other usage. In this case,
however, it is the second function that is uppermost—
the teacher utters a sentence in one form, the pupils
write it down in an altered form in the use of which
they have been previously drilled. Of course this can
be done more rapidly with single pupils as a simple oral
exercise, but the written exercise is a quicker method of
testing a whole class, and if the passages are shoi't and
well selected the results can be rapidly checked by
walking round the class.
x Vide Thf~Ttaching of English, by W. Tomkinson, pp. 162*
sqq. (Clarendon Press).

